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ABSTRACT

The universal properties of critical geometrical systems in two-dimensions (2D) like
the O(n) and Potts models, are described in the framework of Coulomb gas methods and
conformai invariance. The conformai spectrum of geometrical critical systems obtained is
made of a discrete infinite series of scaling dimensions. Specific applications involve the
fractal properties of self-avoiding walks, percolation clusters, and also some non trivial
critical exponents or fractal dimensions associated with subsets of the planar Brownian
motion. The statistical mechanics of the same critical models on a random 2D lattice
(namely in presence of a critically fluctuating metric, in the so-called 2D quantum gravity)
is also addressed, and the above critical geometrical systems are shown to be exactly
solvable in this case. The new "gravitational" conformai spectrum so derived is found to
satisfy the recent Knizhnik, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov quadratic relation which links it
to the standard conformai spectrum in the plane.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We review the statistical mechanics of critical fractal objects in two-dimensions, like
self-avoiding walks, percolation clusters or intersection of random walks. These systems
are parts of critical geometrical models, where sets of lines (e.g. polymers or random
walks) or sets of points (e.g. clusters) are fluctuating and characterized by infinite series
of critical exponents or (fractal) Hausdorff dimensions. More generally, infinite sets of
critical exponents are hidden in the geometrical versions of the 0{n) and Potts models, of
which polymers and percolation are particular cases. The sets of new conformai dimensions
correspond to specific geometric properties of the loop or polygon representations of these
models, and are obtained by branching and gluing together critical objects like several
self-avoiding walks or several percolating clusters, etc... (Fig.l). In two dimensions (2D),
in the plane, there exist some conformai operators 4>h (-M source of L such objects at a

point X, with conformai dimensions A° , depending only on the universality class of the
geometrical system under consideration. The values of the conformai dimensions AL can
be obtained in general by Coulomb gas techniques, starting from the lattice realization of
the models. They fit into the classification scheme of 2D conformai field theories, based
on the standard Virasoro algebra (Fig.2).

All of this applies to geometrical critical models embedded in the plane. Now, an ex-
tended type of fractal geometry is obtained by putting these critical systems on a random
two-dimensional surface or lattice. Thus they become coupled to the degrees of freedom
of the internal metric, which freely fluctuates, like in Polyakov's string model (2D quan-
tum gravity). A new type of conformai invariance then appears (discovered by Knizhnik,
Polyakov and Zamolodchikov (KPZ)) associated with a Kac-Moody algebra, where the
critical properties of the statistical model and of the random surface have fused. It was
shown recently by KPZ that the new conformai dimension A of any critical system on
a random surface are actually related to the former ones A^0' in the plane, which are
quadratic forms of the A.

Now, the same analysis of the geometrical models in terms of operators 4>L represent-
ing the branching of L fractal objects, here living on the fluctuating membrane, can be
performed, and one expects new conformai dimensions A/, associated with them.

Fortunately, the above geometrical critical systems (self-avoiding walks, 0 [n) model...)
appear to be exactly solvable on a random lattice, allowing a direct calculation of the di-
mensions A/, of the models. The latter are indeed shown to satisfy KPZ relation with
those A° of the plane, determined independently by Coulomb gas techniques. Thus this
provides a cross check of conformai invariance principles in the Euclidean two-dimensional
space and on a random surface, and of the remarkable KPZ relation between both. More
technically, this allows also an indirect check of Coulomb gas techniques in the plane, and
of the universal modelling of 2D quantum gravity by fluctuating lattices.

We review here in a first part the new geometrical critical properties of systems like
self-avoiding walks, percolation clusters, and intersections of random walks, obtained by
considering fractal objects of more complex topologies like polymer networks, or pinching



points of percolation clusters. In particular it is described how to built the representation
of the latter in terms of basic conformai operators. In a second part, we study the same
fractal geometry on a random lattice and show how the new dimensions can be determined,
with emphasis on the relation to the planar theory.

II. GEOMETRICAL EXPONENTS IN O (n) AND POTTS MODELS

2.1 Watermelon configurations
For definiteness we first consider the O (n) model on the honeycomb two-dimensional

lattice. Its partition function is defined as'1"3'

§' Ui1 + K £ • Sj) (2.1)

where the spin variables 5,- are n—vectors with Sf = n, and where {i,j) are nearest
neighbour sites. One can show easily that on the honeycomb lattice Ti Eq.(2.1) reads'1'

(2.2)
nonintersecting loops

where the sum runs on all configurations of closed and nonintersecting loops drawn on
Ti, with total numbers of bonds AfB, and of loops JVL (Fig.3). In this way, the high-
temperature (i.e. small K) expansion of the O (n) model gives a geometrical loop model.

For a fixed value of n € [-2,2] there is a critical point K0 = h + (2 - ?Î)1/21 (on the

hexagonal lattice'2') where the mean length (AfB) ~ [Kc — K)~l diverges. Geometrical
correlation functions can be defined by considering watermelon configurations''4 ~6' on the
lattice (Fig.4). One specifies to configurations Ci IX, Yj such that L nonintersecting lines

have a source point at X and a sink at Y where they all meet together, in a presence of
vacuum loop of the 0 (n) model. The associated correlator is defined as

(2.3)

where the statistical weight of the configuration CL (watermelon + vacuum loops) is

W[CL) = K*" n"L

where now AfB is the total length of the watermelon and loop lines. At Kc one expects a
critical algebraic decay

(2.4)
GL -Y,

X
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where xi is the scaling dimension of the (conformai) operator <̂ ^ ( X J assumed to represent

a source of L nonintersecting infinite lines at a point X (Fig.l). As we shall see these xi,
are not linear in L (these is no gap exponent) and are independent of each other. Hence
a new geometrical critical exponent Xi appears for each star-like critical object. It is also
important to notice that in the 0 (n) model, a second critical phase appears, the dense
phase'3'7', for any value A" > A'c. Geometrically, this corresponds to taking infinite loops
or lines filling the lattice with a finite (non vanishing) density, even in the thermodynamic
limit. The physical properties thus describe those of a loop melt in two-dimensions'6"8I.
In this dense phase are associated other scaling dimensions x£" with each source operator

2.2. Coulomb gas technique
It is known'3'5'6' that one can determine the geometrical exponents Xi by a Coulomb

gas technique first devised in 1982'2' for obtaining the usual spin and energy exponents 77
and v of the 0 (n) model. As we shall see, the xi also belong to the conformai Kac table
of the (unitary) minimal theories with central charge c < 1. Lastly, let us mention that a
derivation of the same dimensions is also possible through a Bethe Ansatz on the hexagonal
lattice'9'. In the standard Coulomb gas technique'2'3', the O(n) model can be transformed
into a SOS model by orienting the loops and the watermelon lines and in the continuum
critical limit, it renormalizes onto a Gaussian field with action A = g/in J {dip) d2x.
where g is the Coulomb gas coupling constant such that

= - 22 cos Trg (2.5)

and g G [1,2] at 7vc, while g E [0,1] in the dense phase'3'. Notice that the central charge
c is given by the "Casimir effect" on the cylinder, or on the torus with a floating charge
e[,10' as c = 1 - Qel/g, where e0 = ff — 1 if one wants to weight contractible and winding
O(n) loops in the same way on the torus'11'.

Now, the watermelon correlation function generalized to the O (n) model, can be
associated in the SOS model with the existence of a dislocation. Indeed the L lines, once
oriented, are interpreted as domain walls in a height model and a circuit around X or
Y gives a height discontinuity depending on L (Fig.4). As a result'3'4'6', the correlation
function GL (2.4) is simply a Coulomb gas correlator of two electromagnetic operators

GL (X -Y) = (oeo,ra. (.Y) Oe0i_ro. (9 ) ) = |x - y I "" e° ' (2.6)

where eo is the standard floating electric charge and m' the magnetic contribution coming
from the L defect lines: m' = L/2. Hence the watermelon scaling dimension is

XL = \ (gm'2 -j)=9 L2/8 - (1 - gf /2g (2.7)

for the O(n) model where n is parametrized by (2.5). These scaling dimensions can be
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rewritten as a Kcic formula t12 15I

/ZP.« = A i—TT^ ' m e N

4m(m + l)
c = l - 6 / m ( m + I) = I - 6 ( 1 -gf/g (2-8)

xL = 2hL/2,o (dilute phase,g e [1,2])
i f = 2/IO,L/2 (dense phase, (? 6 [0,1])

The values of the conformai parameter m parametrizing the universality class are m =
-̂ Y G [1, oo [ for the dilute phase and m = -^ G [0, oo[ for the dense one. The 0 (n = 2)
model corresponds to the XY model at the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition point, for which
g = 1, m — oo, c = I. The dilute and dense phases coincide there. Only this model and
the n = 1 standard Ising model are unitary. The other O (n) models (n continuous) are
analytic extensions of the spin model (2.1) and have a purely geometrical interpretation
(2.2) in terms of systems of nonintersecting loops.

Polymers
When n — 0 in (2.2), all loops give a zero weight and only the empty graph contributes,

leading to a trivial partition function ZoIn=O) = 1- However, in the watermelon correlator
(2.3), the L lines joining X to Y survive when n —* 0, and describe in the continuum
limit the correlation function of L self- and mutually-avoiding polymer lines, tied at their
extremities X and Y, and with fluctuating lengths 5], ...,Si

Ci, ( Y — V A i - / H * ? , H T r T\~(s\+~+si.) 7 T (V-V' "?. Q . j o Q \
Lr i i -V — X , JV c i — I a j ] . . . a ^ / , i\c ^ i I A X , o\, ...,Di1 j {£•&)

JQ

where Zi, is the partition function of the watermelon, and /v'"1 is the usual effective
connectivity constant. The expression (2.9) is written in the continuum limit where the
sums over bond numbers MB can be replaced by integrals over lengths Si,...,SL.

The two possible phases for polymers (n = 0) correspond to g — 3/2 (dilute) or g = 1/2
(dsnse). Hence (2.7) (2.8) give

xL = (9I2 - 4) /48, c = 0, g = 3/2, m = 2 (dilute)
arf = (L2 - 4) /16, c = -2 , g = 1/2, m = 1 (dense) ^ ' '

Percolation
Another interesting case is that of percolation. Let us considers the site percolation

on the triangular lattice, dual of the hexagonal lattice. The critical occupation probability
is pc = i . Then the-internal and external perimeter lines surrounding clusters of occupied
sites (Fig.5) are configurations of the O(n) — loop model for n — 1 and K = 1. Indeed
there is an equal probability \ to occupy a site or not. One can draw freely with equal
relative weight 1 any configurations of nonintersecting loops as cluster perimeters (up to
the global choice empty versus occupied) and thus n = 1, K = 1 in Eq.(2.2). Since the



Ising-like critical point of the O(n = 1) model is at Kc(n — 1) = (3) *'2 < 1, the point
-̂ percolation = 1 lies in the (low-temperature) dense, phase of the O(n = 1) model. Hence
the Coulomb gas coupling constant g 6 [0,1] is g = § and the scaling dimensions (2.7) of
L lines are

XL = ^ (2-11)

We can now interpret them geometrically as the scaling dimensions associated with config-
urations of k clusters joining X to Y in the percolation problem, if we simply remark that
the L = 2fc external lines of these k clusters are describing all configurations C^k [X, Y]

of the 2k—watermelon in presence of the loops of the n — 1, K = 1 model (i.e. the other
cluster perimeters in percolation) (Fig.5). Hence the end-to-end correlation function of k
clusters at the percolation threshold decays as'16!

G2k (-Y - f ) ~ |.Y - Y

The odd-ij dimensions (2.11) have no obvious geometrical interpretation for percolation,
but get one in terms of polymers at the tricritical 0—point'17'. As a first application,
let us remark that the hull of percolation clusters corresponds to the boundary-boundary
correlation exponent X2 of a k — 1 cluster. The hull fractal dimension is then given by
scaling as <• >

D11 = 2-X2 = I, (2.13)

a value which is checked numerically very well'18', and was also conjectured before from
an analogy to diffusion fronts'19'.

2.3 Surface exponents
It is worth noting that all the previous discussion about the geometrical exponents

XL associated with the source of L lines in the O (n) model can be generalized to surface
geometrical phenomena' ' '. One has imply to put the two extremities of the watermelon
near the boundary of the half-plane. Then the correlator along the surface decays at
criticality as'21I

X-Y

where the scaling dimension of a surface L—source operator is (Fig.6)

1 . 1

• 1) (2-14)



In terms of the Kac formula these surface dimensions are expressed, using parametrization
(2.8), as

o m +1 .
x% = hL+i,i , = g (dilute phase)

m ( 2 - 1 5 )

:rf'D = hi L+] , = g (dense phase)
' m + 1

Up to now, the only geometrical constraint was that all elements end at the boundary line,
corresponding to free boundary conditions, i.e. Dirichlet ones in the continuum limit' ',
or in the terminology of critical phenomena, to the ordinary surface transition. Another
case is the special surface transition were a supplementary attraction energy is given to
any bond of the high-temperature loop expansion of the O (n) model, which is near (or on)
the surface line. At some special critical energy the loops just adsorb. Recent works' ' ',
using numerical simulations, conformai invariance and Coulomb gas techniques indicate
that the special surface dimensions for the watermelon are

•4P = /'L+1.3 = I (L + I)2 - J (L + 1) + '3~(\~9) (2-16)

valid at the dilute critical point of the 0(n) model, g G [1,2]. The interpretation of this
special transition for 1 < ??. < 2, g E [§>2] is subtle since no special magnetic transition is
expected in 2D for n > 1; the surface line and the bulk should indeed order simultaneously,
and it is well known that no transition takes place in ID for n > 1.

Before turning to some specific applications of the watermelon conformai spectrum,
let us describe a useful geometrical equivalence to the Potts model.

2.4 Potts model
The Q—state Potts model is defined bv the Hamiltonian BH = —8 Y]/: ,N èaia; where

the Potts variables can take Q values «r,- = 1,...,Q, and where (i,j) are nearest neighbors
on e.g. the square lattice L. One can write the high-temperature expansion of the partition
function as

Zpotts (Q) = E e~"H = E w V) = E (e" - 1 ^ " QMc (2-17)

where the configurations C are those of spanning graphs made of bond clusters of connected
sites on C, MB being the total number of bonds of C, and Mc that of the connected
components of C, including all isolated sites (Fig.7). This expression now defines a model
for any real Q; if Q —y \ one recovers bond percolation with occupancy probability
p=l— e~P. For Q Ç. [0,4], there is a second-order phase transition, which can be studied
with use of a Coulomb-gas mapping. First, a graph C on the original lattice L in the Potts
model can be associated with a polygon decomposition of the surrounding lattice 5, here
another square lattice, the sites of which are the mid-points of the edges of £ (Fig.7). The
rule is that some vertices of 5 are cut open to let the bonds of C go through unintersected.
This also applies to the edges of the dual lattice V of £. For a lattice £ with a total number
of sites 5, one has (Euler's relation) ML = MB +MC —MS, where ML is the number of loops



within the clusters of the graph. On S, the total number of polygons one can draw around
each cluster and in each loop reads Np = JVL + JVc- Hence Z (2.17) can be rewritten as

(Q) = Q"sl2 E [(e" - 1) Q-1X
c

The critical point is known by duality to be[24' (e"' - l) Q~1/2 = 1, hence

z Potts (Q) = Q^t2YsQ*"'2 (2-19)
critical

In this way, the critical Potts model appears simply as describing a dense geometrical set
of nonintersecting polygons, filling the diagonal surrounding lattice, and with a weigth
factor y/Q for each polygon. One guesses in this way that there should be a complete
equivalence'6' to the dense phase of the O(n) model, provided that y/Q = n. This equiv-
alence is checked by considering the watermelon scaling dimensions in the Potts model.
One introduces correlation functions for the Potts model

( 2-2 0>

where the weight W(Ck) ls defined in (2.17), and where the sum is taken over all graphs
Ck of the surrounding lattice <S formed by k polygons that join a neighborhood of a point
X to a neighborhood of a point Y (the case k = 2 is represented in Fig.7).

The polygon decomposition of the surrounding lattice 5 (Fig.7) allows one to consider
Zpoiis (Q) in (2-17) and (2.18) as the partition function of a special kind of six-vertex model
or solid-on-solid (SOS) model. We state the facts we need here and refer the reader to
previous works [ ] for more details. The SOS model is driven by renormalization onto a
critical Coulomb gas with a coupling constant g' given by

Q = 2 + 2 cos Kg1, g' G [2,4], Q G [0,4], (2.21)

Then Gt appears!16'6] as the correlation function of two combinations of vortex and
spin wave with respective magnetic and electric charges (m.v,e.v) = (k/2, g'/2 - 2) and
(my, ey) — (—k/2, g'/2 — 2). It decays at criticality like

Gk (.Y - Ï ' ) = X-Y X" (2.22)

with a critical exponent given by the den Nijs-Nienhuis Coulomb gas formula!25'2'



This result is valid for any value of Q, Q G [0,4], with g' G [2,4] and thus gives the critical
decay of the fc—polygon correlation function (2.20).

Now we observe mathematically the complete equivalence between the geometrical
exponents of the dense O(n) model and the critical Potts model, which was anticipated
from (2.19). The identity ,/Q = n, Q G [0,4], n G [0,2], is obtained for Coulomb gas
coupling constants (2.5) and (2.21)

0(n)
low - T

- ï '

G [0,2]

Potts
critical

€ i l : (2.24)

which implies in (2.7) and (2.23)
xL=2k = 4 (2.25)

i.e. the scaling dimension of a watermelon with L = 2Â: lines in the low-temperature phase
of the O(n) model is the same as that of a bundle of k polygons in the critical Potts
model. These two critical phases thus belong to the same geometrical universality class.
This has some interesting consequences. For instance the low - T n = O model corresponds
to dense SAW'1', while the Q = O Potts model is known to represent spanning trees'25' and
Hamiltonian walks on the Manhattan lattice. This shows in particular that Hamiltonian
walks (which are SAW visiting all lattice sites) are universal polymer melts'6'8'. Another
expected application is found in percolation: we have seen above that site percolation
corresponds to the low — T phase of the 0(1) model. The Q = I Potts model is well known
to describe bond percolation'26', and identity (2.25) shows that the critical geometrical
properties of the multiple hulls of site and bond percolations are the same, as it must
if one believes in universality of various percolation models. It is also worth noticing a
similar geometrical equivalence between the standard critical O (n) model and the tricritical
Potts model, still for n = \[Q. The tricritical Potts model (which is a diluted model with
percolating vacancies'2'') is associated with the other analytic determination g' G [4,6] in
(2.21). The relationship (2.24) (2.25) is then extended to

9 = \

O(n)
critical

(2.26)

Potts
tricritical

and gives the same identity of watermelon exponents. An application of this is for instance
the universality of SAW on the Manhattan oriented square lattice. This model can be
transformed directly into a Q = 0 tricritical Potts model'28'. Then (2.26) yields the identity
to the standard n = 0 vector model, i.e. standard SAW on the hexagonal lattice, showing
the irrelevance of orientations in a 2D Manhattan lattice.



III. POLYMER AND PERCOLATION SYSTEMS OF HIGHER TOPOLOGY

3.1 Polymer graphs
Consider a polymer graph G of arbitrary but fixed topology^ ' (Fig.8), made of lines

connected at some vertices z, i = 1,..., V, with Li lines going out of vertex i. This graph
represents physically a polymer micronetwork, floating in a solvent. If the solvent is good,
the lines are self- and mutually avoiding because of the standard excluded volume effect.
From a mathematical point of view, one can put the network on a 2D lattice and ask
about the asymptotic number of configurations when the length of the lines diverge. One
can distinsguish "monodisperse" networks where the lengths of the chains are all identical
and equal to S, or scaling in the same way, from polydisperse networks where the lengths
fluctuate with a fixed total length 5. The first case is of course the experimental situation,
while the second is mathematically suited for conformai field theory. Both numbers of
configurations are trivially related by

Zp
g°

{y ~S-V~ I2^O"° (3.1)

where Af is the total number of branches of Q, and where S-^"1 is the "phase space" factor
of the distribution of a total length S among Af chains

For a monodisperse network G, one expects the total number of configurations to scale as

Z%ono ~fJ
ArsS~"!~i (3.2)

oo

where AfS is the total length of G, \i is the entropy per monomer (an ultraviolet lo-
cal and nonuniversal constant) and jg a universal configuration exponent. For a purely
"Brownian" or "phantom" network on a d — dimensional hypercubic lattice Zd without
self-avoidance one has for instance

2Brownian ^ (2d)^SS~^C (3.3)

where £ is the number of independent loops of the micronetwork G, and 2c/ is the actual
number of choices of a random walk at each step in Zrf. When self-avoidance is present
jg becomes a non trivial critical exponent depending on the topology of G- We show now
briefly how it can be expressed in terms of the watermelon exponents {xi} ,by decomposing
the network G into its vertices'4'.

One considers the multiple correlation function of the conformai operators ^t1. asso-
ciated with the vertices of G,

10



where the {2,} denote the vertex positions in the plane. Dangling ends of Q are to be
included in the set of vertices / and are L = I one-leg vertices. The above multiple
correlator represents the Laplace transform of the partition function of the polydisperse
network with respect to the lengths Sf, £ = 1, V of the branches

and become critical at A'c = /i~' (see (2.9)). Now the scaling behpvior (3.2) is easily
derived by simple power counting. The polydisperse partition function is obtained by
Laplace inverting (3.5) and integrating it over the positions of V — 1 vertices, keeping the
last one fixed for eliminating the overall translational invariance. Hence

¥-(S)= I T\d*Siê^~° - ' K - S l U i 1 1 ( Z t ) ) (3.6)

where the contour of integration lies at the r.h.s. of singularities in the A'—complex plane.
Power counting implies that each conformai operator ^1- brings in a scaling power [s]"^''1

is length unit (see Eq.(2.4)). So in the power counting or dimensional analysis sense

Zpç°ly- (S) ~ [s]
2<v- ] )-Er=l *n [Kc - K] K~s (3.7)

where we have set A' equal to its critical value Kc = /<"' whenever possible. We just have
to convert [2] into length units [S]. This is done with the help of the well-known correlation
length exponent v such ihat

z ~ S" (3.8)

where z is the typical size of the network, or of any fraction of it On the other hand the
distance to the criticrl point A'c governs i,he actual length of the network in monomeric
units, whence

S ~ (Kc - A')"1 , (3.9)

an infinite network corresporcjng to the critical point A'c. The usual basic equivalence is
thus

z ~ S" ~ (A'c - A')"" , (3.10)

which implies in (3.7)

Zf >• -A ' - ^A-c -A ' ) 1 - ^ 0 1 " (3.11«)

with

S ° * ^ l ) - 5 > t , ) (3.12)

11



Recall that in (3.11b) S is the total length of the polydisperse network with fluctuating
individual lengths of the JV branches. The monodisperse case (3.2) is obtained from relation
(3.1) yielding

IG ~ 1 = Tg -N (3.13)

It is also convenient to use the numbers TIL ol L—\eg vertices in a given network G, and
the topological relations Y1L>I

 nl = V, Y,L>i nl> ̂ /2 = M, to write finally

7 e - 1 = -2 f + 5 1 nL {t/ (2 - Xi) - L/2} (3.14)

which illustrates the basic principle of the factorization'4' of ("infrared") divergences of
the partition function (3.2) of a given graph G over the vertices of G-

It is important to mention several points. AU the above analysis is fairly general and
applies to any 0{n) model, where the problem is generalized to the configuration number
of a self-avoiding graph in presence of vacuum loops. In this case the correlation length
exponent v in (3.14) is replaced by the exponent V2

U2
1 =2-x2 (3.15)

associated with the fractal dimension DF of the self-avoiding lines in the O (n) model'6'

Dp = U2
1 =2-X2 = I + l/2g (3.16)

where n = - 2 cos ng, g £ [1,2] (dilute), g £ [0,1] (dense) (Eq.(2.5)). The exponent
U2 differs from the standard thermal exponent v associated with the energy operator,
except for the polymer case n = 0. Notice that this choice (3.15) gives a curly bracket
contribution for L = 2 in (3.14), U2 (2 - x2) - 1 = 0, as it must since the number n2 of
two-leg insertions in a graph is arbitrary and corresponds to any occupied bond in the
high-temperature expansion of the O (n) model.

For standard dilute SAW, one plugs the values (2.10) of the xL exponents into (3.14)
using also (see (3.15)) the Nienhuis value™

u = 3/4 (3.17)

to get
1 1 - - ,

50) (3.18)
2 6 4 ,M

This formula is very well checked from numerical simulation results. For instance for
network having the topology of a star, this gives fL = 6 8 + 9g|3~L ) , hence 71 = 72 = 7 = | |
(usual susceptibility exponent of a linear chain'21), 73 = i l = 1.0625, 74 = | , 75 = - | | -
-0.34374 and 76 = - f § = -1.46875. The numerical results are'29! 73 = 1.07 ± 0.02,
74 = 0.52 ±0.04, 75 = -0.29 ±0.04 and 76 = -1.33 ±0.05. The 7« exponent of a #-comb
is IH = H = 0.78125, and numerically'301

 lH = 0.79 ± 0.02.

12



Of course, the vertex decomposition formula generalize to any space dimension'4'31'. A
general proof in the realm of standard perturbatiye renormalization theory is still lacking
however. It would require a careful selection of the irreducible vertex operator associated
with the branching of L lines in the O(n) model, among all operators mixing with ip1" in
a <p* theory. Let us finally mention that we shall encounter in the case of the 0 (n) model
embedded in a fluctuating surface, a decomposition formula entirely similar to (3.14),
which is established there by a direct solution.

3.2 Pinching points in percolation
As a second application of the watermelon formalism described in part II, let us

return to the percolation problem (i.e. the low-temperature phase of the 0(1) model,
or the Q = I Potts model) and to some specific topological questions in it'16'. One can
ask: what is the typical length of a hull perimeter near the critical threshold pc? Or,
what is the probability that a point belongs to the hull of the infinite incipient cluster?
Or that a point X is a pinching point of order L = 2k, where k clusters come close
together (Fig.lb)? Let us recall the values (2.12) of the percolation geometrical exponents
XL = x'k = (L2 - 1) /12 = (4k2 - 1) /12. By standard scaling analysis'18', one first show
that the hull perimeter length diverges as {C{V)) ~ \p — pc\

 ri , with 71 = (2 — 2x\) V = 2,
where v is the percolation thermal exponent v = 4/3'32 ' , and x\ the one-cluster watermelon
exponent. Accordingly the hull fractal dimension is Du = 2 — x\ = 7/4, as mentioned
above, and the probability that a point belongs to the hull of the infinite cluster grows
like P1 ~ (p — Pc) , Pi = vx\ s= ~. One can go to higher topologies and consider the
pinching problem (Fig.lb). The singular part of the mean number of clusters, the external
perimeter of which has the special topology of k bands pinched at their extremities (Fig.5)
is (rik) ~ |p — pc\"

ik with 7t = (2 - 2x'k) u. One can also consider the probability Pk that
a point belongs to a region of the perimeter of the infinite cluster, where the latter has
the special topology of k bands ("peninsulas") coming close together (Fig.2b). It grows as
Pk ~ {P — Pc) 1 where Pf1 = v — 574. = ux!

k. For k = 2, it is interesting to note that two
touching peninsulas are equivalent to a cutting bond. We find x'2 = \ ; hence we obtain
a fractal dimension £>red = 2 — /?2/f = \ = l/v, thus giving another determination of a
well-known result'33'.

IV. INTERSECTIONS OF RANDOM WALKS

In probability theory, and also in the representation of field theory by intersecting
random walks, a simple but non trivial problem plays an important role. Consider two
random walks (R.W.) in Zd W1, w2> starting at the origin. What is the probability P2 (*)

ft (<) = P(U)1 (O,t]n IB2 (O,t] = 0) (4.1)

that after a given number of steps t their paths have no mutual intersections? (Fig.9). The
notation w (0, t] represents the set of points

W(OJ] = {w(f), 0 < < ' < < } , (4.2)
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the origin being excluded. For large time t one expects P2 (t) to decrease algebraically as

P2 (t) ~ r f t (4.3)
t —> cxo

where £2 is a universal critical exponent, associated with mutually-avoiding walks. That £2

is universal means that it depends only on the space dimension d and not on the lattice
representation, and keeps its well-d-.'firied value in the continuum limit of Brownian mo-
tions. In this latter case however, it is possible that there are infinitely many intersections
at short distance with probability one in two-dimensions, if the two paths start at the same
point. So the equivalent problem to mutually-avoiding walks in the continuum Brownian
case, is to consider Brownian paths starting at very close but different points. The non
intersecting random walks constitute a critical system in a new universality class. The
upper critical dimension is the same d = 4, since two Brownian paths having a fractal
Hausdorff dimension DH = 2, their intersection set is non empty only if d < IDn — 4.
Hence P2 (t) = 1 for J > 4 and (2 = 0 for d > 4. Several years ago, Lawler34' proved that
in four dimensions, the decay of P% (t) is logarithmic

P2(t)~(Cnt)~i/2 (4.4)

This was generalized to the non-intersection probability of L walks in d = 4'35'

P t ( i ) ~ ( & i ) - I ( L - 1 ) / 4 (4.5)

For L walks, one expects in the same way for d < 4 a non trivial exponent Ci generalizing
C2 in (4.3)

PLU) -r^ (4.6)
t —• 00

By using a direct renormalization method, the asymptotic expansion of £/, was obtained
near four dimensions'35' as

CL = ±{L-l)\ + l-L(L- 1 ) ( 5 - 2 I ) (^ + 0 ( £ ) }

~E = 4-d>0

For L = 2, this gives in particular the e—expansion Ç2 = | + ( | ) + O (e3) .

In two-dimensions progresses have been made recently. On the mathematical side'36'
it was proved that 1) lim( roo En P2 (t) /en t exists i.e. the exponent £2 exists (and the
Ct), 2) rigorous bounds can be given to C2 :

\ < C2 < \ (4.8)

On the theoretical physics side, the idea appeared' ' to use conformai invariance methods
to try and determine the basic probabilistic exponents Ct in two-dimensions.
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The essential idea is that there should be a special conformai operator <j>'L associated
with the source of L mutually-avoiding walks (MAW) originating at a given point. This
assumption is quite similar to that above concerning the existence of operators <j>i (2.4)
in the case of the O (n) —model. The n = 0 limit gave us source operators for L self- and
mutually avoiding lines. Prom the scaling dimensions x'L of the watermelon correlator in
the case of MAW, one can deduce by scaling and renormalization group arguments the
probability exponents £/, '37I ;

CL = V X ' L = -x'L

where v = 1/2 is the trivial correlation length exponent of simple Brownian paths. As a
result, one conjectures that the exponents Ci (which "act" in time t, see (4.6), while the
scaling dimensions x'L "act" in space, see (2.4)) aie themselves elements of a conformai
Kac table. The central charge of the underlying conformai theory is easily seen to be
identically zero: c = 0. Indeed, e.g. two mutually-avoiding walks can be represented by
an interacting field theory with Lagrangian ^2a g(<pa) (0/î) > f°r t w o fields ip, i\> with
components a,/? = l,...,n, and in the limit n = 0. Hence the field partition function will
be trivially Z(ip,if>) = 1, and thus c = 0 since c can be seen as a universal finite-size
scaling correction amplitude of the free energy Cn Z — 0. One cannot use standard transfer
matrix techniques to study the MAW spectrum a:'t, since each random walk on a strip
requires multiple bond occupancy, nor Coulomb gas techniques since each random walk
makes infinitely many closed loops, forbidding a simple mapping onto an SOS model and
then a Coulomb gas. So we resorted to Monte-Carlo simulations to study directly in 2D the
probabilistic exponents Qi. The outcome was the conformai conjecture for the spectrum
CL:

CL = /'O,L (C = O) = (4L2 - 1) /24
(L > 2) (*-J)

where hPt9 is the standard Kac formula (2.S) taken for c = 0 and integer parameter m = 2.
Again we are in the same conformai table c = 0, m = 2 as for polymers and percolation,
which extends the Friedan, Qiu and Shenker classification for unitary minimal models
c < 1, m > 3 to non unitary geometric critical phenomena. This shows that the RW
intersections in two dimensions are actually deeply related to conformai invariance, which
can be used to obtain new and exact results in probability theory. Furthermore, this
provides perhaps the most simple model of a conformally invariant theory. If it were
solved rigorously in the future, it would be a good test for conformai invariance methods.

Two remarks: we conjecture for two walks fa = 5/8, which fits into the bounds (4.8),
being even equal to their arithmetienmean. Second, the series (4.9) gives a non trivial
value Ci = 1/8. This exponent cannot correspond to an intersection property of several
walk and should be associated with a single walk property. It is possible'38' that it governs
the probability Pi (t) ~ t~1^s that a Brownian path or random walk does not encircle
its origin, i.e. that the origin of the path is accessible from infinity without crossing the
Brownian path (Fig.10).

Many other probabilistic exponents are obtained by this approach. One can take L
walks all starting at a same point near the boundary line of a half-plane. In this case one
obtain surface critical exponents and the probability of no intersection scales as
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Pi (t) ~r«

Cf =\(f&,2-L)=\L(L-l) (4.10)

If the walks all start in the apex of a wedge angle a, the probability of no further encounter
scales as P^ (t,a) ~ t-^<a>

\ l ) (4.11)
a 3

a formula which can be obtained from (4.10) by the conformai mapping z —> zal*. It
is interesting to remark that the case a = 2ir corresponds to L mutually-avoiding walks
in presence of a forbidden half-liue. In the many walks limit L —• oo one expects the
exclusion of the half-line to be irrelevant when compared to the mutual avoidance effect
for L —y oo. In this case (4.11) gives a dominant contribution

a ( 2 7 r ) ~ i i 2 , L - ^ o o (4.12)

which is the same as the dominant contribution in the bulk exponent £/, (4.9) for L —• oo,
as expected.

As in the case of SAW, one can consider networks of walks' ' If one takes for instance
JV* independent Brownian motions and ask about the probability that their paths at time
t form a certain network Q, characterized by the set of numbers {TIL} of L—walk vertices.
In absence of mutual-avoidance, the probability scales as in (3.3)

Pgw(t)~t-?dC (4.13)

where C is the number of independent loops in G

Now, one can implement mutual-avoidance between all the M walks building up Q. Then
the probability will scale asl35'

PC ( t )~ T ^ - E L * . »'fc (4.14)

where £L are the MAW exponents defined above for L walks starting at a same point. This
formula describes the factorization over the vertices and is entirely similar to (3.14) for
SAW. The relative probability that, knowing that the M RW form a given graph Q, they
further have no mutual intersection, is simply the ratio of (4.13) and (4.14)
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Notice that if one further introduces the constraint that the free extremities of the walks
(corresponding to L — 1) are not encircled, this gives n^-x new constraints which are
simply taken into account by a supplementary factor t~"lil in (4.14) or (4.15), completing
the summation over L down to L = 1.

As an application, we can, for instance, calculate the probability PwL that L inde-
pendent random walks starting together meet again anywhere at time t without having
any mutual crossing point in between (watermelon W^). It scales like PyvL (t) ~ t"twh~l,
where the scaling theory of (4.14) gives

7W/. — 1 = — (L — I) — 2Ç,i

= _ JL [AL2 + 121 - 13). (4.16)

It follows from (4.6) and (4.16) that the (conditional) probability that L mutually-avoiding
RW starting at the same point enjoy a reunion at time t at any point scales like

(4.17)

Note that the solution for (symmetric) direct walks'30' gives different exponents for proba-
bilities (4.6), (4.16), and (4.17), which are also quadratic in L. These directed MAW's are
extremely sensitive to nonsymmetric diffusion constants, which lead to nonuniversal and
continuously varying exponents'40'. There the space anisotropy forbids conformai invari-
ance, in contrast to our work.

V. STATISTICAL MECHANICS ON A FLUCTUATING LATTICE

5.1 Brief history
The consideration of statistical mechanics on a random lattice originated from studies

of such two-dimensional lattices as models of random surfaces. The first example of critical
phenomena on a surface with fluctuating geometry (2d quantum gravity) is given by the
bosonic string in the Polyakov's formulation'41'. The matter field is represented by d free
bosons (Gaussian fields) living on the surface, where d is the dimension of the equivalent
embedding space. The discretization of the model is obtained by replacing the integration
over the metrics representing the quantum gravitational field, by a sum over arbitrary
(planar) discrete graphs'42"44'. Notice that one has to fix the topology of the world-surface
in order to prevent divergences in the sum over topologies, otherwise unavoidable; and
the planar (spherical) topology is the simplest one. It became also clear that the graphs
generated by any set of local rules (like ip3, ipA etc... vertices) would have the same critical
behaviour'42'15'413).

Pure gravity (random surface in zero dimension) is thus described by the ensemble of
abstract planar graphs. Exact results were obtained in d = 0 or d = —2 dimensions for the
string susceptibility exponent -ystrinK of the free energy near criticality'43'47'48'. Then the
idea of putting more general statistical models on a random surface occured in the first
example of the Ising model treated by V.A. Kazakov'49', who obtained critical exponents
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different from those of Onsager in two-dimensions. Some exact results were also obtained
for the Q-state Potts mode?501.

Recently, another continuum approach to 2D-critical phenomena in presence of grav-
ity has been developped by Polyakov'51', and Knizhnik, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov'521

(KPZ). It is the generalization of the standard conformai invariance in the plane associated
with the Virasoro algebra, to conformai invariance in presence of an (annealed) fluctuating
metric. A spectacular prediction by KPZ is that the conformai dimensions of the usual
Kac spectrum (2.8)

= A(0) _ - q f - ( K -

4/£

which are associated with a central charge c < 1

, K > 1 (5.2)
K

are linearized in presence of (critical) quantum gravity into the new ones

^P,, = ^ ( I « P - « I - ( « - ! ) ) . (5-3)

satisfying the KPZ quadratic relation

A - A ( o ) = A ( 1 - A ) / K (5.4)

We have distinguished here the dimensions A'0 ' in the plane from those A dressed by
gravity. Also, we use the notation

^ i 1 (5.5)
m

in place of the usual conformai parameter m in (2.8), K being denoted by k + 2 in KPZ'52'.
The quite striking idea that critical phenomena in the 2D plane and on a critical random
surface are acutally organically related led then immediately to a burst of exact solutions
for other statistical models on a random lattice: self-avoiding walks'531, O(n) model'54'55',
Q = I Potts model and bond percolation'56'.

AU these solvable models, including the former Ising case'49', produced conformai
dimensions in presence of gravity which fully satisfy KPZ relation (5.4). Of particular in-
terest is the polymer, or more generally the O (n) model case, where the complete spectrum
of the watermelon dimensions Aj, can be obtained, and compared then to the dimension
Ajr/ = \xi in the regular plane (2.7) (2.8) obtained by Coulomb gas techniques. We
shall describe here more precisely how the geometrical O (n) loop model or SAW model
can be resolved in a fluctuating 2D-lattice, and the watermelon exponents determined.
Actually, all sorts of geometrical questions, like the embedding of a topological network Q
in a random surface, are very well suited to the method'55'. We shall in particular describe
the analog on a fluctuating surface of the scaling properties of polymer networks described
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in section III as well as those of percolation clusters on a random surface. One can there
prove basic relationships like (3.12).

5.2 Geometrical model on a random lattice
As an illustration, and to parallel the study of section II in the regular plane, we shall

start from the O (n) model on a fluctuating lattice. Instead of considering the partition
function (2.1) in the infinite regular lattice, one first has to define it on an arbitrary
3-coordinate planar graph G (i.e. with the topology of the sphere)

^ n
•EG 0,Jt)

where i, j , k are arbitrary sites of lattice G and (j, k) denotes nearest neighbours as before.
Now we have to take into account the fluctuations of the lattice by summing over all planar
graphs G made of e.g. <p3— type vertices, possibly with a symmetry factor \/S (G). The
total annealed partition function is therefore

(5.7)

where /3 is the "cosmological constant" which is conjugated to the "area" or '"volume" or
"mass" \G\ of the fluctuating lattice

\G\ = # vertices of G (5.8)

The system is thus defined in terms of two fugacities: A' (the inverse temperature of the
O (n) model) and e~@ (that of the lattice). The A'—expansion of the O(n) model is of
course still given by a self-avoiding loop representation on each graph G

Z0(U)(G)= J2 n^K*", (5.9)
nonintersecting

loops on G

exactly as in Eq.(2.2) (Fig.ll). Notice that we consider a ip3 — lattice for definiteness, but
it can be shown be explicit calculations (like on a <pn -lattice) that the critical behaviour
described below is universal. Notice also that here the only difference from the standard
honeycomb case (Fig.3) is that the local constraints of closing little hexagons after six e.g.
right turning bonds are relaxed on the fluctuating lattice (Fig.ll). This suppression of
constraints makes the problem solvable.

When one considers only the empty loop configuration (K — 0), one gets the partition
function of the random surface only

VS(O)- <5- I0>
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It exists a critical potential /3C such that the characteristic fluctuations of \G\ diverge, and
where the partition function Z (5.10) develops a non analyticity

Z (/?)-(/? -Po)2""" , / ?>&, (5.11)

7str being the string susceptibility exponent, and the random surface model being defined
only for /3 > /3C.

For the O(n) model, the loop and graph expansion (5.7) (5.9) reads explicitly

B (5.12)
G loops on G

where ML is the number of loops, MB that of the occupied bonds on G, ME that of the
empty vertices of G- The fugncities g = e"'3, z = e~^K thus control the complete phase
behaviour of the system.

If for a fixed and low enough value of z, g increases, one will enconter a critical point
gc (z, n) where the fluctuations of the random surface diverge. This is the usual infinite
random surface point, in the same universality class, and only the nonuniversal position
of the critical point gc(z,n) depends on the presence of the O(n) model at temperature
K~l. If one fixes on the contrary g (and small enough) then one shall meet by increasing
K or z another critical phase zc (g) where the mean length of the loops diverge but not
the nonfilled part of the random lattice, still governed by a non critical g. This naturally
corresponds to the dense phase of the O (n) model (see part II) where the self-avoiding
loops fill the (here fluctuating) lattice with a non vanishing density. Finally only when
one approaches the intersection point of the two critical lines gc(z*) — g*, zc(g*) = z*,
is a simultaneous double critical behaviour possible, when the lattice and loop volumes
diverge independently. This will correspond to the standard dilute critical point of the
O(n) model, here on an infinite surface. The shape of the lines gc(z,n), zc(g,n) is in
general complicated for arbitrary n. Notice that one expects a second order phase transition
in the O(n) model only for — 2 < n < 2, even on the random surface'54'. We shall later
concentrate on the polymer i.e. n = 0 model, in which case the phase diagram is simpler'55'
(Fig.12). Indeed since for n — 0, there are no vacuum loops in the partition function (5.12)

the critical surface line gc (z, n = 0) is a constant gc (2, n = 0) = gc (= (l2\/3) in the
case of a ip3 lattice'4 ' ) , corresponding to the empty lattice critical point. The polymer
critical line zc (g, n = 0) is determined below from an explicit solution.

5.3 Random matrices
Most statistical models on a fluctuating lattice can be represented in terms of models

of random NxN matrices in the large JV limit'45""50', the action of the matrix model
depending on the statistical model considered, and on the type of connectivity of the
lattice. We shall not develop this aspect here, which will not be used explicitly in the
specific case of self-avoiding walks. For completeness in the general introduction of the
O(n) model (5.6) (5.7) (5.12), let us simply add that after a representation in terms
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of a large N matrix integral, evaluated at its saddle point, the partition function reads
explicitly'541

Zo(B) (0,A") =

+ [ dXp(X)f dlip(ri(ea\\-ri-~t*(--\-v)) (5.13)
Ja Ja \ Z \Z JJ

where p(X) is the normalized eigenvalue density of the random matrix at the saddle point

(5.14)

(P means principal value). Notice that solving p in Eq.(5.14) requires also the detennira-
tion of the support [a, b] outside of which p vanishes. The solution of (5.14) for general n
is not an easy task'57' and is known only along the critical line i = 26. From (5.13) (5.14)
it is indeed possible to see the expected characteristics: the critical surface line gc(z,n)

corresponds to the singularity of the end point b in terms of g : •§£ = 0 . This end-point
b plays an important role since for A = /i = b the nearest singularity of the integrand in
(5.13) (5.14) is at ^ = 2b(g,z), yielding zc(g,n). From (5.13) (5.14) one can show also
that the equations make sense only for n 6 [—2,2] as expected'54'5'1.

5.4 Self-avoiding walks on a 2D-random lattice
a) Watermelon partition function
We now consider specifically the n = 0 case and calculate the scaling dimensions A/,

of the operator source if L self-avoiding lines on the random lattice. However the method
we follow'531 can be generalized identically to the O(n) model'54'55'. For this, we consider
as usual the watermelon network, but this time on the fluctuating lattice (Fig. 13). The
total partition function of the lattice and of the L SAW is defined as

E E *|r|

where the sum extends on all graphs G with the topology of the sphere, made of <p3 vertices,
and over all polymer sets of lines V\j , £ = 1, •••,£, joining any two points i,j on G. In
the absence of SAW (K — 0) the random surface itself has a critical point /3C where the
typical size \G\ diverges, with a partition function (5.10) behaving as in (5.11), where the
string susceptibility exponent %i has been calculated exactly'42'43' for embedding space
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dimensions d — -2 , 7st = —1, and d = 0, 7st = —1/2. Note that here the embedding space
dimension is formally d — 0, but will be replaced by the central charges c = — 2 or c = 0.

The key point is that the partition function ZL can be calculated exactly. For this,
one fixes first the SAW lengths and sums over the L lattice connected pieces between
successive polymer lines £ and I + 1 (Fig.14).

Each of these planar pieces contributes a factor Gni+mt+l to the partition function,
where Gn is the Green function of random graphs with n external legs

n—leg planar G

and where ni and m<+i are the number of legs attached to the £ and £+1 SAW respectively.
As a result, Zi is the convolutive sum

ZL (P, K) = J2 (e-"/v)I>'+n ' I I Gni+mi+l (0) (5.17)
Jt=l \ mi

with the cyclic convention L +1 = 1. Now the second key point is that the planar random
lattice Green function, Gn, can be calculated from the thermodynamic limit of matrix
integrals. It is simply the nth moment of the eigenvalue density (5.14)'45'

, 6

G n = / dAA"p(A) (5.18)

Notice that all the calculations so far are valid for any loop model when the connected
pieces of lattice between the lines of the watermelon bear vacuum loops. The density p in
(5.18) is then simply the solution of (5.14). Now a very simple algebra allows to resum
(5.17) once (5.18) is inserted. One gets the integral representation of ZL

ZL (13, K)= [ - / n P (A<) dA< U t 1 ~z (^ + -W)P1 (5.19)
Ja Ja t=1 e=1

where z = e~@K is the effective polymer fugacity. The integrals are denned for z < (26)"1 ,
zc{/3) = e~PKC(P) = [26(^)]"1 giving the critical point where the SAW lengths diverge.
Hence only the vicinity of the upper boundary A = b will matter for the critical behaviour
of (5.19). In the case of polymers (n = 0) the solution of (5.14) has been calculated ten
years ago for counting planar diagrams'45'

(5.20)

and the endpoints a, b of the support of p are functions of P through

e~20 =<r(l-cr)(l-2a)
a + b = 2 a e " (5.20a)

b-a =4( l -2 f f )~ 1 / 2
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The crtical point of the empty surface corresponds to the first singularity of the parametric

representaion where | f = 0, which is found to be e""̂ = = (l2\/3) 2 (Fig.12). So from
(5.19) one already observes the two kinds of possible critical behaviours: one (that of the
surface) is hidden in the singularities of p(\) (5.20) near /?c; the second one, associated
with the SAW, occurs when z approaches its critical upper value zc(/?) = l/2&(/?), the
dominant contribution to the multiple A-integral in (5.19) coming from all Xi —• b~,
I = I1..., L. Hence the only features we will need are the two distinct critical behaviors of
p near the upper end & of interval [a, 6] for /3 > /3C or (3 = f3c

p(\) ~ (/? - /?c)
1/2 (b - A)1/2 + const. (6 - A)3/2 (5.21)

Notice the difference in the two critical exponents 1/2 or 3/2.

b) Critical behaviours
We shall not give here all details of the analysis of (5.19) (5.21), but it is easy to

understand that there will be two different critical behaviours corresponding to (5.21).
First, if /3 > /3C the part of the surface unoccupied by the SAW remains finite, while one
can reach the critical point Kc ((3) where the SAW become infinite. This corresponds to a
dense polymer phase. Second, if one puts [3 = /3C and K = Kc (j3c), both the surface not
occupied by the polymers and the SAW are infinite. Using the edge behaviour (5.21) in
(5.19) and a standard power counting argument one finds the critical behaviour

ZL (/9, K) ~ [(Ivc - Jv )1/2 (P - /?c)I/2 + const (A'e - K)3/2] L (5.22)

For /3 > /3C the first term dominates the dense SAW phase. Hence

ZL (13, K) ~ (Kc - K)1'2 , K —• Kc (0) (5.23)

When the surface is first infinite, /3 = /3C and in this dilute polymer phase

ZL (/3C, A') ~ |A'B - A'|3L/2 , K —* Kc (Pc) (5.24)

Note that the two different exponents 1/2, 3/2 in (5.23) and (5.24) correspond directly to
those governing the eigenvalue density p(X) in Eq.(5.21). Another way to reach the dilute
polymer phase is to let the non-filled surface and polymers become infinite simultaneously
in the finite size scaling regime /3 — (3C ~ (Kc — K)2 , such that both terms of (5.22)
are equivalent. Then the characteristic surface and SAW sizes \G\ ~ (/3 — j3c)~

l and
| r | ~ \KC — K\~l respectively, are related by

P - pc ~ |A'C - K\vD , 1/27 = 2 (5.25)

where u is the polymer size exponent and D the fractal dimension of the surface. This
shows that the respective surface size \G\ and polymer size |F| scale like |F| ~ IGl1'2 , thus
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leading to a dilute polymer phase with vanishing density |F| / \G\ ~ \G\ IL —> 0. Notice
that for the other dense phase one has \G\ ~ |F|, hence

vD = 1 (5.26)

5.5 Conformai invariance on a random surface
It remains to identify the conformai dimensions underlying the two exact behaviours

(5.23) (5.24) of ZL in the dense and dilute crif:cal phases. The watermelon partition
function Zi can be viewed as that of two conformai operators <j>i (i), 41LU) associated
with the L—leg polymer vertex, as in the plane, integrated over the points i and j of the
random lattice. Hence one expects it to scale with the cosmological constant /? like

2L(/3,A')~(/?-/3c)2 A i"7" (5.27)

where Aj, is the conformai weight of $i on the random surface, the insertion of the two
points on the random surface giving a further factor Z"((3) ~ (/? —/ic)~

7" in (5.27).
Eq.(5.27) holds in the FSS regimes (5.25) or (5.26). Hence one can also rewrite it as

Tsl) (5.28)

where vD = l(/3 > /3C) or vD = 2(,/3 = /?c). To identifying the values of A/, requires the
further information'33' vD = (1 — A2)~ which is nothing but hyperscaling. One thus
finds for the dimensions and string susceptibilities

Af = (L - 2 ) /4, 7. t = - l , c =-2(denae phase)
A L = ( 3 L - 2 ) / 8 , 7,t = - l / 2 , c = 0 (dilute) '" '

Notice that 7st itself is deterined here from the exact solution. We have recalled the
associated central charges and the values of 7st are also these of free random surfaces
embedded in d = —2 or d — 0 dimensions since the latter have the same central charge
c = d = # components of a Gaussian field.

Let us now compare these results to Knizhnik, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov's rela-
tionship (5.4) between a critical system in the plane and its counterpart on a random ID
lattice (i.e dressed by quantum gravity). The conformai dimensions A(o) in the plane and
A on the random surface of a conformai operator satisfy the simple quadratic relation (5.4)

A-A (o> = A ( 1 - A ) / ( i t + 2)

where k + 2 = K parametrizes the central charge (5.2)

c=13-6(Jb + 2)-6/(fc + 2)

Note that A(o) here is KPZ notation for the Kac spectrum h = x/2 as in (2.8). Let us
collect the conformai dimensions found for an L—leg vertex in the "plane from Coulomb
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gas technique (Eq.(2.10)) A(
t°

)D = z£/2 = (L2 - 4) /32 (dense), and A ^ ^ xL/2 =
(9Ir2 - 4) /96 (dilute). It is eas;- to see that in the dense phase, for all L, A^D and Aj?
satisfy Kpg relation for c = - 2 , k + 2 = 2, while in the dilute phase A ^ and Ar, satisfy
it for c = o k -T 2 = 3/2. In terms of the linear KPZ conformai dimensions (5.3), one finds
explicitly for (5.29)

Af = A0 *(« = 2)
3 (5-30)

i.e. the same indices as in the plane (Eqs.(2.8) (2.10)), QED.
Notice that this provides a full series (£, > 1) of cross checks of the validity of Coulomb

gas methods in the plane, of KPZ conformai theory on fluctuating continuum surfaces, and
also of the equivalence of critical random lattices to the continuum ?olyakov's summation
over metrics in 2D quantum gravity. Note also that relation (5.4) can be derived in the
conformai gauge of the Liouville theory of random surfaces^ ' '.

5.6 O(n) jn°del watermelon exponents
For the 0{n) model in the Euclidean plane, we know the values of the watermelon

scaling dimensions (2.8)

xL = g L 2 / 8 - ( l - 9)2/2s

n = ^2 cos irg

xL=2A{°L0 = 2hL/2fi, g='^±±, «7 6(1,2] (dilute)

= 2 A ^ / 2 = 2VL/2, «7 = - 1 T T . ^ t M (dense)
TJTt "I J.

Comparing this to Eq.(5.5), we find that in the dilute and dense phases respectively

K = S for S e [1,2]
K ='/g for s e [0,1]

and we expect the conformai dimensions (5.3) dressed by gravity predicted by KPZ theory

AL=AL/2I0 =gL/4-(g-l)/2
A D _ A L. (I A l (5.31)

These values can be obtained directly from the solution of the O (n) model (5.12) (5.13)
on the random 2D-latticel54l, by a technique entirely similar to that presented in section
(V.4) for pO]ymers, providing a check of both KPZ and Coulomb gas approaChes in the
case of all 0 («) models for n £ [-2,2].

As an application, we can calculate the fractal dimension DF of the loops in the high-
temperature expansion of the O (n) model. The critical exponent U2D (where as above, D
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is the fractal dimension of the random surface and where U2 = 1/-D'f is the inverse fractal
dimension of the loops) is given by the two-leg conformai operator'53'55'

U2D = —L-_ (5.32)
1 — L±2

From Eq.(5.31) we find in the dilute and dense phase respectively

V2D = 2 (dilute O (n))

U2D = 2g (dense O ( n ) ) ^ e [ I ' 1 ] ' n ~ ° ^'^

in agreement with the values found for the polymer phases (5.25) (5.26). Hence we find
for the fractal dimension D'F — l/v2 in presence of a fluctuating metric

^-= \ (dilute) , ^ = l/2fl (dense) (5.34)

This is to be contrasted to the results (3.10) in the Euclidean plane (D = 2) \Dp — \ + j - ,
valid in both phases.

In particular let us reconsider the percolation model described in sections (II.4) and
(III.2). We have indicated that the geometrical properties of the hulls of percolation
clusters were described equivalently by a Q — 1 Potts model or an O (n = 1) model in the
low-temperature phase^6'16'. The Coulomb gas coupling constant is then g = § and (5.34)
yields the hull fractal dimension on a fluctuating surface

D'H/D = 3/4 (5.35)

to be compared to Du /2 = 7/8 for the standard hull of ID percolation. The hull thus fills
more space in the plane than on the fluctuating critical surface.

It is also interesting to compute the gravitational exponents A^ for the nonintersection
probabilities of L random walks or Brownian motions (see section IV). We had Eq.(4.9)

r - hc=0 — A ( 0 )

with m = 2. Hence the parameter K (5.5) is K = | here as for dilute SAW, and the
gravitational dimensions (5.3) are

Ci. = Ao1L = ^ ( 2 L - I ) (5.36)

It would be very interesting to calculate these values directly, since it would provide an
indirect derivation of the conjectured exact values (4.9). However, for describing random
walks on a lattice, one has to admit loops and multiple occupancy of the random lattice
bonds by the walks, which gives a statistical problem rather more complicated that the
self-avoiding case.
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5.7 Higher topologies
a) Polymer networks
We consider a general polymer network Q of arbitrary but fixed topology, embedded

in the random surface (of e.g. genus zero) (Fig.15).
In section III, we have shown how general SAW networks can be handled in the

plane, and in particular their configuration exponents 70 calculated as functions of the
set of scaling dimensions {x^} (Eqs.(3.12) (3.14)). On a random critical surface, a similar
decomposition in terms of vertices exists. It can be shown by an exact solution'55' that on
a random surface

Z£oly ~ \KC - K\-yo-"D (5.37)

with a critical exponent

= vD V - 1 - ( 2 - 7 s t ) - ^2nL&L (5.38)

where, as in part III, V is the total number of vertices of Ç, and ni that of type L.
Formula (5.38) for a network on a random surface is then very similar to that obtained
in the Euclidean plane. Eqs.(5.38) and (3.12) are indeed identical, provided one replaces
2i/(= dv) by vD, Xi = 2A^ by D Ajr,, and adds a contribution 2 — 7Bt coming from the
free energy of the random surface itself (Eqs.(5.11)). This is of particular interest since
the exact solution on a random surface provides an (indirect) check of the scaling theory
(3.14) in the plane.

b) Higher surface germs
Formula (5.38) is also valid for any topology T of the fluctuating membrane itself,

r̂andom depeil<ls on T only through 7st, since the conformai dimensions A/, are local
and independent of the global topology. Eq.(5.38) is then interesting since it allows the
determination of 7st (T) , by a direct calculation of -yg and then identification with (5.38).
For example, if one considers a triple torus (Fig.16), one can draw a "lasso" polymer
network on it, whose only vertex conformai operator is $12 with known dimension A12.
The exponent 75 can be computed by the generalization of technique (5.19). One finds
then for any topological genus of Euler characteristics \' = 2(1 — H) (H handle number
or genus) the string susceptibility exponent

3
2 - 7 s l = -v , d = c=-2

in agreement with a former exact solution for d = 0, -2'4 8 ' . All of this can be generalized to
e.g. the O (n) model with central charge c = 1 - 6(1 - ^)2 /g = 13 - 6 (k + 2) - 6/ (k + 2)
and one finds[55]

| 3) (5.39)
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where k + 2 = l/g, g 6 [0,1] in the dense phase, and k + 2 = g, g G [1,2] at the critical
point. Eq.(5.39) can be rewritten as

(5.40)

For the sphere topology (^ = 2) one recovers the result conjectured by KPZ^52'

7st(Sphere) = -L [c - 1 - y/(l - c)(25 - c)]

while the general result (5.40) for arbitrary genus was obtained in the conformai gauge in
the continuum Liouville theory of random surfaces'58' (see also Ref.[59]). Notice that the
geometrical methods presented here allow for a direct calculation of (5.38) (5.39) for any
genust55!.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l : a) Branching of L = 4 self- and mutually-avoiding walks (polymers). A conformai
operator <f>i, is associated with this L— vertex.
b) Similar branching of three percolating clusters at a point X. The boundary lines
form a 6-vertex.

Fig.2 : Schematic relations between different fields of two-dimensional critical phenomena.

Fig.3 : Loops representation of the 0(n) model on the honeycomb lattice (Eq.(22)).

Fig.4 : Watermelon configuration of L = 3 nonintersecting lines, in presence of vacuum loops
of the 0(n) model. The integers indicate the heights on the equivalent SOS model,
once the SAW are oriented and represent domain walls. The dotted lines represent
dislocations associated with the watermelon.

Fig.5 : a) Site percolation on the triangular lattice, with hull perimeters drawn on the dual
hexagonal lattice,
b) k = 2 clusters joined together in a watermelon configuration.

Fig.6 : A I = 4 line vertex near a surface line in the percolation problem (i.e. k = 2 clusters
pinched at the surface); the scaling dimension is xf (Eq.(2.14)).

Fig.7 : The polygon decomposition of Potts clusters. This graph contributes to the correlation
function (2.20) of k = 2 clusters (see Fig.5b).

Fig.S : A polymer graph Q or micronetwork, made of three L = 3 vertices and three L = I
vertices (dangling ends). The total number of chains is Af = 6. The 7—configuration
exponent of Q is here jp = - | | (Eq.(3.18)).

Fig.9 : Two random walks, or Brownian paths starting at close points 0 and 0', and nonin-
tersecting.

Fig.10: The random walk a) encircle, or b) winds about its origin. In case a) the origin cannot
be reached from infinity without crossing the path.

Fig.11: Loop expansion (5.9) of the O(n) model on the random y?3—lattice.

Fig.12: Critical lines for self-avoiding walks on a random lattice. The line AC describes dense
polymers filling the lattice, BC corresponds to the empty fluctuating surface, and C
is the double critical point corresponding to dilute SAW on the random surface.

Fig.13: Watermelon network on the random ip3— lattice.
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Fig.14: Illustration of the convolutive sum (5.17) on the spherical lattice. Each bubble t —
1,2,3 corresponds to a connected piece of lattice with a Green function Gni+mt+l

(5.16). The bold lines are the SAW.

Fig. 15: A polymer network embedded in the planar random tp3 -lattice.

Fig. 16: A minimal polymer "lassoo" on the triple torus. The extraction of the conformai
dimension A12 yields the value of 7st for the triple torus.
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